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Introduction: CAR-T therapy is a groundbreaking therapy that involves modifying patient’s T cells to recognize and combat
cancer cells. This therapy requires a period of CAR-T manufacture following apheresis, delaying the actual receipt of the CAR-
T. During this period the patient may receive bridging therapy. CAR-T therapies are increasingly being studied in randomized
controlled clinical trials and delays potentially affect the proportional hazards assumption, reduce log-rank test statistical
power, and complicate reporting and interpretation. To address this, we assessed available statistical methods for analyzing
immune-oncology outcomes, speci�cally CAR-T therapy’s delayed treatment effects, with a focus on current and emerging
tools to improve analysis and reporting.
Methods:We systematically reviewed and compared existing and emerging tools to evaluate survival analysis methods suit-
able for assessing outcomes in CAR-T studies. These methods included standard, strati�ed, and weighted log-rank tests, cox
proportional hazards (time dependent), parametric survival (weibull, etc.), time-dependent covariates, landmark analysis, joint
modeling and restricted mean survival time (RMST). We simulated trial results, highlighted features, underlying assumptions,
and interpretability.
Results: Results were based on a simulated dataset (N=240) and revealed distinct characteristics and implications of each
method used to analyze data (Table). Standard log-rank tests, which give equal weight to all time points and assumes pro-
portional hazards, resulted in less discerning outcome measurements compared to weighted techniques such as censored
weighted estimation/constant piecewise weighted (CWE/CPW) and Fleming-Harrington which do not assume proportional
hazards and can be weighted towards early or late events. RMST summarized average time until progression, which may be a
more intuitive measure for clinicians and patients and was presented along with other analytical techniques. Cox proportional
hazards modeling provided ratios to quantify and compare ef�cacy across different time points. Parametric survival models
captured survival dynamics and offered precise estimation of survival probabilities at speci�c intervals. Time-dependent co-
variates accounted for time-varying factors in�uencing treatment response, while landmark analysis evaluated treatment ef�-
cacy beyond a speci�c duration and was used in combination with other analytical techniques. Joint modeling simultaneously
assessed treatment effects on both longitudinal and survival outcomes, accounting for their interdependencies. Strati�cation
identi�ed patient subgroups with differential treatment responses and outcomes, enabling precise reporting of categorical
CAR-T treatment approaches.
Conclusions: Our comparative analysis of analytical techniques underscores the critical role of selecting an appropriate ap-
proach in the context of CAR-T therapies. Conventional methods such cox regression and the standard log-rank test, while
useful in most contexts, may underestimate key outcomes associated with CAR-T therapy due to violations of proportional
hazard assumption. Weighted techniques, which can be weighted towards early or late events, may provide a more nuanced
picture, and better accommodate CAR-T therapies. Similarly, the RMST offers an intuitive average time to progression, offer-
ing complementary insights to other methods. These �ndings highlight the importance of careful method selection in survival
analysis for CAR-T therapy studies. Rigorous, tailored analytical approaches will be crucial in accurately determining the ef�-
cacy of these promising therapies and informing future clinical study designs. By considering these methods, researchers can
gain deeper insights regarding CAR-T therapy and improve the design and analysis of clinical trials, ultimately advancing the
understanding and application of this transformative therapy.
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